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Since the Jaamnalal Bajaaj Awards arre given forr constructiv
ve work in th
he Gandhiann tradition, itt seems mosst
befitting to choose for my addresss the topic ""The relevan
nce of Mahatma Gandhhi in the mo
odern worldd.
"This gives me, a Westtern European by originn, and a Chrristian by faith, an oppoortunity to reeflect on thee
lasting impaact of the liife and teach
hing of one of our greaatest contem
mporaries, ann Asian by origin,
o
and a
Hindu by fa
faith, after more
m
than fo
orty years haaving passed
d since his untimely
u
deeath by assaassination inn
1948.
I do not claaim to be abble to give any
a final or comprehen
nsive judgem
ment about tthe topic ch
hosen for myy
talk. Ratherr, what I unndertake is to select thhose items which
w
to mee personallyy seem to be
b of lastingg
importancee in the moddern world.
I shall begiin with the principle of non-violeent resistancce, perhaps, because it is this prin
nciple whichh
has earned the widest attention
a
am
mong the teaachings of the
t Mahatm
ma.
In the westeern world, we,
w too, hav
ve a traditionn of non-vio
olence. Thiss tradition hhas two roots, one in thee
Christian B
Bible, and thhe other in the
t natural llaw-doctrinee which dev
veloped, froom Saint Au
ugustine andd
Saint Thom
mas over thee middle ag
ges and duriing the mod
dern times. Owing to tthe fact thaat today it iss
foremost thhe Catholic Church whiich has devveloped a wh
hole system
m of natural law, these two
t sourcess,
the biblical and the "naatural", have been mergged, so thatt there is on
nly one theoory on the duty
d
of nonviolence annd the admisssibility of the
t use of foorce.
The theory thereby evoolved is baseed on two ffundamentall principles. The first iss that force may
m only bee
nd is that forrce may be used only by
b those whho cannot haave resort too
used as a leegal remedyy. The secon
peaceful setttlement of dispute by appealing
a
too a higher in
nstance. Thu
us, the relatiionship of men
m within a
certain com
mmunity, andd especially within the sstate, does not permit off any inter-ppersonal viollence, for hee,
who has a ggrievance aggainst anoth
her can go thhe courts so that this griievance mayy be redresssed. This, of
course, restts on the asssumption that the statte will proteect you agaainst all unjuust claims and
a from alll
violent attaccks by yourr fellow-men
n, and that tthe state wiill also bring
g about the execution of
o your ownn
justified
j
claaim against anyone wh
ho is not reaady to fulfill it. Accordiing to modeern Western
n theory, thiss
protection aagainst physsical or legaal injury is aat the core of
o the bonum
m communee or commo
on weal andd
constitutes tthe original raison d'êtrre of, the priimary justifiication for, the
t state's vvery existence.
The same ppattern holdds good on the internattional level. Until the first
f
World War, every
y state had a
right - an innternational instance fo
or compulsoory arbitratio
on or concilliation lackiing to resortt to war if it
i
believed to have a just cause to do so, or if it ffelt to be unjjustly attack
ked be anothher state. Thiis was basedd
on the theory of bellum
m justum orr just war, w
which permiitted, althou
ugh exclusivvely so, the use of forcee
ment of whicch had previously beenn denied, or for the selfffor the execcution of a legal claim the fulfillm
defense agaainst an unjuust attack. Th
his right to rresort to warr, or to the use
u of force in general, was curbedd,
first by thee Covenantt of the League of Naation in 19
919, then by
y the Briannd-Kellogg--Pact of thee

Renunciation of War of 1928, and, finally, by Article 2 Paragraph 4 of the Charter of the United
Nations, which forbid the threat or use of any kind of international force, be it labelled 'war" or otherwise.
Instead, Paragraph 5 of the same Article 2 enjoins the resort to peaceful means of settling international
disputes. But the system of the United Nations, too, does not ban the use of force altogether. Rather, in
analogy to intrastate devices, it grants the assistance of the international community to the victim of an
international aggression, an assistance which, under Chapter VII of the Charter, may comprise not only
economic and like "peaceful" sanctions but also military measures. Equally, the right to self-defence,
individual and collective, is preserved as a "natural" one. And, finally, the Security Council may, if a
state should not obey by a judgment of the International Court in the course of proceedings for the
peaceful settlement of a dispute, decide on measures necessary to coerce the state in question to
comply.
Compared with this systems based on natural justice, the notion of Christian love seems to be limited
to the personal attitude of the individual, whether acting in isolation, or with others, especially in his
capacity as the organ of the state or the community of states. Thus, Christian charity will permit, and in
certain circumstances, enjoin the suffering of unjust treatment, in order to set an example and thereby
convert him who has resort to set an example and thereby convert him who has resort to such unjust
treatment; but this may not be done by sacrificing the rights of third persons whose protection takes
precedence.
Gandhi has proclaimed his principle of "non-violence" seemingly as a counter-position to that just
elaborated. The world-wide attention which his theory of "non-violence" and its application in politics,
first in South Africa, and thereafter in India, received, seems also to support the view that it was
something new, so far unheard of, revolutionary in a certain sense. While Gandhi himself insisted that
this principle of "non-violence" was in accordance with the loftiest teachings of all great religions,
people did not have the impression that this principle had found so far expression in intra-or inter-state
relations.
Accordingly, different positions have been taken with regard to Gandhi's principle of "nonviolence"
and its applicability to national and international affairs.
For some, the principle is just not practicable. If they still want to pay homage to the Mahatma, they have
to insist that this principle was by no means a decisive part in Gandhi's teachings. Thus, even Ho Tchi
Minh could be regarded a disciple of Gandhi, on the argument that Gandhi himself had claimed
fearlessness rather than cowardice as the basis of "non-violence", and that it was therefore this
fearlessness, and not "non-violence", what really counted in Gandhi's system.
For others, the principle is practicable only under certain, let's say, favourable circumstances, as was
the case under the "sporting" and fundamentally humane spirit of the British administration in India. As
it was stated more generally by a friendly observer, it "is true that the methods of nonviolence work best
when they are used against adversaries in whom total fanaticism has not taken over the British Raj in
India, the federal authorities (vis-à-vis the human rights movement) in the United States. Nazis,
Stalinists, White Supremacists would have been and are - unreachable. "These views find support in
the fact that Gandhi himself did not, on all occasions, exclude or condemn the use of force. For this
reason, some have tried to prove that "non-violence" was not the basis of Gandhi's system at all; that he
rather used it as an expedient means of political war-fare on the part of a self-sacrificing but then
otherwise powerless nation.

In my opinion, Gandhi's theory of "non-violence" can be interpreted in accordance with the traditional
Western system elaborated in connection with the lawful and unlawful use of force, although under one
very important condition which I shall mention in a moment; and yet, in a certain manner it also
transcends this traditional theory.
Let me first name the condition under which as I believe, the traditional Western views on violence and
Gandhi's theory of "non-violence" converge. This condition is very simple and yet only rarely realized:
practice would have to conform to theory.
More often than not, this was and is not the case. While men and states pay lip-service to a theory which
makes force the maiden of law, the rule of the correspondence between right and strength has often
prevailed, and still sometimes prevails, in national and international politics. It was for this reason, that
Gandhi's theory, and especially his practice, of the principle of "non-violence" has made and is still
making such an impression on his contemporaries as well as on the following generations. From this
point of view, Gandhi has really - as he has avowed himself - proclaimed a very old truth.
Yet, it may be said that Gandhi's principle of "non-violence" transcends the traditional Western system by
its radicality. In fact, it was Gandhi who proved for the first time that there exists another alternative to
non-resistance to injustice than resistance by force, namely, resistance by "nonviolence". That "nonviolence" might act as a moral force on your opponent, inducing him to give in and grant what he has so
far denied, and that this may even apply to the relationship between a people and its government, had so
far hardly entered the mind of Western scholars and politicians alike.
Non-violence, of course, carries its risks; and that is why Gandhi has insisted on its being expression of
courage rather than weakness and timidity.
Violence is the law of the beasts, but non-violence is the law of human nature. Only by living up to this
truly human standard, man can fulfil his proper vocation and come to the vision of God. It was this
vision of God which Gandhi considered the highest and ultimate goal of man. This life on earth is no
end in itself it should therefore not be rated higher than moral improvement which alone will finally
permit a man to enter into the presence of the deity.
As a Christian, I find in this part of the mahatma's teaching an echo of the word of Jesus: "He who
tries to preserve his life will loose it, but he who looses his life on My behalf, will find it "and there is another,
stating: "You should not fear those who cannot kill but the body; rather fear Him who may hand over
booth body and soul to the eternal fire.”
For Gandhi, with his Indian religious tradition, it was axiomatic that physical death does not mean the
end of one's personal existence. This faith has been weakened, and to a certain amount lost, in the
Western world, pervaded by scepticism and gradually, but constantly, secularized since the so-called Age
of Enlightenment. It may be said that the prevailing system with us is materialism, theoretical and even
more practical. The Liberalisms of the 19th century, and all forms of Socialism in the 20th century have
fostered this attitude; and religion has become regarded by many a mere illusion. In contrast, Gandhi has
recalled to the Indian people, but also to all peoples of this world, that man's conduct, whether as a
private or as a political person, must be guided by religion, that, in fact, the highest good man can attain,
is God Himself, and that he has to adjust his hierarchy of values accordingly. Personally, I think, this
is the greatest contribution Gandhi has made to the modern world: to recall to mankind its specific
vocation as a community of brethren under one common father, God himself. From this insight, all other
teachings of the Mahatma are only conclusions, applications to specific circumstances. This is true even

for his principle of "non-violence". And therefore, great as it is, his "principle of religion" is greater by
far.
Of course, it is just in this issue that Gandhi was not understood, and even challenged, by
representatives of the so-called Western mind. A well-known Scandinavian Socialist, claiming Gandhi,
evidently according to his own fashion, to have been an "enlightened radical liberal", gets uneasy when it
comes to the question of the moral fundament. "To Gandhi," he states, "politics should be rooted in
morals. There", she continues to insist, "He only emphasized truly liberal principles, from which too
many writers, particularly among the economists, have tried to run away. More questionable", he finds
however, "- from a liberal point of view - is Gandhi's insistence on basing morals on religion." Luckily,
the good man finds a way out of this dilemma, by concluding that the "higher" ideals propounded by
Gandhi, were in fact "generally humanitarian and rationalistic", a fact which- at least for him- evidently
makes a reference to religion superfluous.
The appeal in Gandhi's religious teaching is, no doubt, partly due also to the complete absence of any kind
of dogmatism.
In the West, the inclination to definitions and systematizations has, by and large, laid too great a stress on
the institutional and dogmatic aspects of religion. All too often it has been forgotten that, according to the
Bible, the greatest of the three divine virtues - faith, hope, and love - is the latter, and not the first. And
Jesus has promised the Kingdom of Heavens not to the theologians, or, by the way, to priest, bishops, or
even popes but to those who, during their lifetime, have served their fellowmen, for "whatever you shall
have done to one of the most humble of my brethren, you shall have done to me".
It is worthy to note, in this connection, that the unidiomatic approach Gandhi took in religious matters
has nothing to do with indifferent relativism. Here, as in other fields, where Gandhi was always prepared
to amend his own position after having been convinced by better argument, he combined the trust in
every man's capability to find the truth with the recognition of the limitedness of human insight into truth,
and therefore the possibility, better: the necessity to develop such truth. "I am not afraid to change my
opinion", Gandhi stated, "I proceed from truth to truth." This might sound strange in Western ears, where
one is inclined to believe truth to be a static rather than a dynamic thing. When doing so, however, we
forget that part of Western tradition which has always upheld the experience, derived from man's limited
nature that into any truth there is by necessity mixed some error. Or, as the Bible puts it: "Here we see
things only as through a mirror; only in next life we shall see from face to face." Actually, even we
people from the West have recently started, step by step, to realize this. One of our greatest theologians
who died only some years ago, has stated prophetically that the Christian of the 21st century will be a
very mystique, or he will be no Christian at all.
The prominent role allotted by Gandhi to religion in private as well as social and political life, and at the
same time his unidiomatic approach to religious matters, set an example for the practical Solution of one
of the most crucial questions posed in modern society, namely the combination of ideological pluralism
and religious conviction as the moral backbone of both the individual and the community. Gandhi has
taught the modern world that it is possible to preserve the ideals of any pluralistic society - and in the end
all human societies tend towards this pluralism which is the necessary result of man's limitedness on
earth - 'namely freedom of conscience, of religion and of speech - 'without banning religion altogether
from public life and reducing it to an insignificant aspect of the private sphere. In contrast to Karl Marx,
Gandhi is not proclaiming the liberation of man by it its over-all importance. For it is religion which
enables man to lead a truly human life. It is to these teachings of Gandhi that modern world is called upon

to listen. Ceertainly, it will
w not alw
ways be posssible to cop
py exactly th
he models sset by Gand
dhi. But heree
again it is, where a reeference to the
t Bible coomes in mo
ost usefully.. What Jesuus has demaanded of hiss
disciples, annd is demannding of any
y Christian tooday, is not to imitate him
h in the naarrow sensee of the wordd
but rather too follow hiss example under
u
the special circum
mstances of the individuual case. Fo
or Christianss,
therefore, itt is not so im
mportant whaat Christ hass done almost 2000 yearrs ago, but rrather what Christ
C
wouldd
do himself ttoday.
By the samee token, it should be po
ossible, mutaatis mutandiis, to find in
nspiration inn the words and
a deeds of
the mahatm
ma even undeer circumstaances compleetely differeent of those he
h was conffronted with
h. In a certainn
way, Jamnaalal Bajaj, whose
w
name both this reespectable Foundation
F
and
a the Prizzes awarded
d today bearr,
has demonsstrated how to do so, becoming
b
him
imself a "Gh
hanaian cap
pitalist". Let me thus co
onclude withh
expressing tthe hope thaat the moderrn world willl follow his example an
nd draw insppiration from
m the life andd
thought of M
Mahatma Gaandhi. It willl then be a bbetter world.

